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Abstract 
In a closed population with unknown size, a sample is taken with 
each element having equal unknown probability p of ·being in the sample. 
With p constant over samples, repeated samples "ivi thout replacement 
allo\'T the estimation of p and population size N • If each sample is 
sub sampled with the probability of an element ·being in the sub sample 
being e, a knmm constant, and the subsample then divided into distinct 
subpopulations, then the following formulas are used to estimate sub-
population sizes N. and p by maximum likelihood techniques: 
]. 
s 
= e-1 ___ _ 
1-(1-p)m 
m 
s-l \ (i-l)s. L ].· 
i=l 
\N. s . = B .s L]. ·J J •• 
(s .. =number of elements from subpopulation j in subsample i) ].J 
An asymptotic variance-covariance mat·rix, V*, for the N. 's is derived. 
J 
With average individual biomass within subpopulation j estimated by~-
J 
and D as the variance-covariance matrix of these estimates, ~;.N. esti-
w j J J 
mates total biomass, with sampling variance: N'D N+w'v*,.;+tr(V*D). 
- w- - - w 
[~ = (Nl' N2, ... ' Nm)' ::!' = ( wl' w2' ... ' 1-Tm)] 
This problem was examined for e = 1 and m = 1 ·by Moran (1951) and 
Zi-p-pin ( 1956, 1958). 
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1. Introduction 
The removal method of sampling and maximum likelihood estimation of papulation 
nunioer using the data obtained ·oy removal sampling are described in Moran (1951) 
and Zippin (1956, 1958). In a closed animal population a series of m catches pro-
Yides the data. On each catch the animals have an equal, independent chance of be:i.ng 
caught. When an animal has been caught it is removed from the population. The 
assumptions which must be met before using the removal method are discussed in Seber 
(1973, pp. 311-315): 
"(1) The population is closed. 
(2) The probability of capture in the ith sample is the same for 
each individual exposed to capture. 
(3) The probability of capture p remains constant from sample 
to sample." 
Let p represent the probability of being caught, c. represent the number of 
~ 
animals in catch i, and N represent the population size. The conditional probabil-
ity of catching cj animals in the jth catch, given c1, c2, ···, cj-l' l-muldbe 
m 
N- L c 
( N-c -c ···~. ) c,( ) i=l 1 l 2 •-l p • 1-p 
CJ 
The likelihood equation is the product of these conditional probabilities as j varies 
from 1 tom. The resulting estimates of p and N are the solution to the equations: 
m m ( L cj)£-1 - [ mN- L (m-j+l)cj](l-p)-l = 0 
j=l j=l 
(1) 
and 
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m 
m log(l-J?) -lo{(N- jkjJNJ = 0 (2) 
A researcher raising Daphnia magna, a planktonic animal, in closed laboratory 
populations wished to estimate total biomass of a population using a number of size 
ee1tegories. With estimates of number of animals and average weight of animals in 
eo..ch size category total biomass was estimated. The nuniner of animals in each size 
category 1·ras estimated using removal sampling with subsampling. For each catch a 
subsample was taken with knmm probability e of a caught anim:,l ·being in the sub-
sample. The estimated average weight and its estimated variance for each size cate-
gory were calculated after random sampling from the general population of animals in 
the species of interest. 
Two practical problems lead to the use of a more general form for the removal 
method. If the catches are too large, it may be necessary::to subsample each catch, e 
still removing the entire catch from the population. The data. in some size category, 
due to small numbers in the population, may provide highly ur"'·eeliable estimates. 
This problem may be handled when the assumption of equal probability of capture for 
each individual in the entire population is acceptable. This assumption allows esti-
mation of each subpopulation using only marginal values: the total number counted 
in each catch and the total number counted from each subpopulation. 
2. Estimation of Population Size 
Notation: c .. = number of individuals from . subpopula tion j in catch i l.J (i=l, 2, ••• , m)(j=l, 2, ... J k) . 
s .. = number of individuals from subpopulation j in the counted l.J sub sample from catch i . 
s. = total number of individuals in the sub sample from catch i . 
1.' 
s 
·j = total number of individuals counted from su·bpopulation j . 
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p = probability of capture in catch i for all individuals not 
already caught. 
e = probability of being counted for each indivic:_J.al vlhich 
has been caught (knmm). 
N. = number of individuals in su-bpopula tion j J 
N = total population. 
. 
m k 
s total number of individuals counted = E E s ~ . 
i=l j=l J.J 
The likelihood equation with the observed varia-bles ( s .. 1 s) and the unobservei J.J 
variables (c .. 's) can be v~itten as the product of likelihood equations for each J.J 
subpopulation. L 1 = L' XL' X··· X h' . 1 2 K. 
m m 
N 1 2: c.. mN.- E (m-i+l)c .. 
j. i=l J.J J i=l lJ 
= ________ ____::::....._ _______ p ( 1-p) 
m s 1 .!s2 .~···s .!(c1 .-slj)!···(c .-s .)!(N.- E c .. )~ J J mJ J mJ mJ J i=l lJ 
m m 
L s.. E c .. 
i=l J.J i=l lJ 
x ( 1~ 8) · ( 1-e) 
Summing over all possible values for the c .. 's to eliminate the unobservable vari-lJ 
ables results in the equation: 
m 
N , s E (i-l)s. . N f . • j . 1 lJ . -s . 
J p • (l-p)1 = [1-e+e(l-p)m] J ·J 
slj. !· · ·s . ~(N .-s .) ! ffiJ J • J 
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The likelihood equation using only the observed variaoles is the product of 
the L. 's • 
J 
.m 
N~N~···N~ s .E(i-l)si· N-s 
L = ( 1 '2 k ')p . '(1~p),=1 (1-e+e(1-p)m) • • • 
n s. ··)(rr(N.-s .. ). 
. . ~J . J J ~,J J 
This may be factored into the conditional likelihood of the s.j 's givens,,, 
likelihood of the s1 . 's, and a parameterless function of the s1j's. 
L = 
L 
the 
[ 
· N , .. · ~ (i-l)s. N ] 
x •• ) p• •• (1-p)i=1 ,.(1-e+e(l-p)m) .-s .• 
s ~s J···s !(N -s ! 1· 2• m· • • • 
X 
I!(s .)!TI(s. )! j •J i l.• 
s !niTs .. ! 
• • • . l.J l.J 
This factorization illustrates the fact that the ML estimates of the parameters will 
be functions of the marginal values only. 
lationship to each other as the s .'s. 
•J 
A 
Also, the N. 's \'Till be in the same re-
J 
A A 
'Ihat is,.N.s ., = N.,s . for all j and j' . 
J •J J •J 
vlliile the partial derivative with respect to p presents no problem, the partial 
vlith respect to Nj is usually approximated because of the (Nj +c)! terms in the like-
lihood equation. Two methods of approximation which achieve the same result are: 
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, , 
(i) Estimate (Nj+c)J using Stirling's formula (nJ = (2rr)J~-nnn+;.,;) and diff-
erentiate, resulting in · 
0 lnL • ( ) j_ 1 -l . . -1' 1 . • , m) 
-- = lnN. -ln N.-s .. +·,,)N. -(N.-s .) )+lnll-o:-e(l-:p) 
ijN. J J • J \ J J 0 J . \ 
J 
In practice the term J(N~1-(N.-s .)-1) is ignored. J J oJ 
(ii) Estimate the derivative with the first ·order difference equation (h=l), 
CllnL ~ AlnL(N.) = 
oN. J 
lnN. - ln(N. -s . ) + ln(l-8+6(1-p) m) J J 0 J 
J 
In practice these tw·o approaches yield identical approximations to 6lnL/oN. . 
. J 
Using the fact that N.! /[ (N. -s . ) ~] = N. (N. -1) · .. (N. -s .+1), the log likeli-J J oJ J J J . OJ 
hood equation can be written as 
1nL = I I ln(Nj-c) + L 1~ s.1 !) + s k [s. 3 -1 m ] 
j=l c=O i=l ~· 
The first derivative with respect toN. is: 
J 
olnL 
--= 
oN. 
J 
s. J -1 
I N~c + ln(l-e+e(l-p)m) 
c=O J 
m 
lnp + \ (i-1)s. 1n(l-p) ~ ~0 
i=l 
(j=l} 2, ... , k) 
Setting this and o1nL/op equal to zero results in the following equations for 
estimation: 
s -1 
0 0 ....... -1 
L: (N -c) 
c=O • ( m) 1 - e = e 1-(1-p) (3E) 
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m 
(1-e+e(1-p)mx s •• (1-~)- L (i-1)si.£)=p(l-p)(N. -s.J( me(l-p) 00- 1) . (4E) 
i=1 
A A 
N s . = N. s (j = 1, 2, • • •, k) 
• • J J .••. (5E) 
Using the formula 
-;- = - dx· 1 . Ib 1 • rb+. 582_1 [sl. 582 . . ] ~ X -dx=l 
i=a a-.418 1-.418 x 
= ln(b + • 582) - ln(a- .4.18) 
equation (3E) becomes 
·11hich simplifies to 
A s 
N - ------..,..._ + 0.582· . 
e( 1- ( 1-p) m) (3E.l) 
A 
Substituting for N •. in (4E) results in the equation 
(4E.l) 
Using first order difference equations for the N.'s and the first partial 
J 
derivative for p on the log-likelihood results in the following equations: 
~lnL(N.) = ln(N.) - ln(N .-s . ) + 1 j l-e+e(l-p) 00) (j ::::1, 2, •. ·, k) J J J • J 1\ 
and 
m -1 
~lnL = s p-l_ (1-p)-1 \' (i-l)s. +(1+9+9(1-p)m) (N -s >(-me(l-~)m-l) . o . . L ~· . . . 
p i=l 
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Setting these equal to zero resuL:ts ih 'the: folloWing e.quations for estimation: ' 
.,.. -1 
N =9 ... ,...m 
1-(1-p) 
s 
(3) 
-1 
A-1 "' ( "' m) "' m p (1-p) - 1-(l-p) m(l-p) = ·- ::_ m -1 \ s ~ (i-l)si· , (4) 
.i=l 
and 
"' "' N s . = N .s 
• • J J •• (j=l, 2, ···, k) (5) 
Note that (3) and (3E.l) differ only by the correction factor, 0.582, and therefore 
"' differ by at most one vThen rounded to the nearest integer, ·when p is constant. Note 
that the only difference between (4) and (4E.l) is the correction factor, 
Estimates may be found by solving (4E.l) 
and substituting into (3E.l) or by solving (4) and substituting into (3). The solu-
"' tions should not differ by more than one in the estimation of N • 
. . . 
Two special cases are to be considered. When e = 1 and k = 1 the estimation 
equations (3), (4), and (5) reduce to 
(6) 
m 
"'-1 -",- ~ \ "' -m "' ( "' m-1) s.p - (l-p) - L (i-l)si + (1-p) (N-s.) -m(l-p) = 0 ' 
i=l 
and 
s .P-l- (1-p) -l[.f (i-l)si + m(N-s. )] = 0 
1=1 
(7) 
Equations ( 6) and (7) can be seen to be equivalent to equations (l) and (2). m = 3 
is a popular choice for number of catches because of the closed solution for esti-
~ mation of parameters and because additional catches are usually not cost-effective 
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in improving :precision. When m = 3 the estimators are: 
J. N = e-1 6x2-3XY-y2+y(y2+6XY-3~)2 
_ .18(X-Y) 
(8) 
~-p = 3X-Y-(y2+6XY-3~)~ (9) 
2X 
(10) 
.. 
3. Sall!Pling Variance Estimation for Poplllation Size 
The variance-covariance matrix for ·maximum likelihood estimates is asymptot-
ically 
In this case the elements of V-l are: - . 
oAlnL(Il.) 
-E J 
oN. 
J 
= -El-.1_ - _l_.--1 ' N ';11' 
. ~·, .-s ·j J J •J 
oolnL(N.) 
-E J = 0 for all j ~ j 1 , 
ON.I 
J 
-9-. 
Using the expected values E(si.) = N.p(l-p)1-1e, E(s.j) =.Nje(l-(1-p)~j, and 
E(s ) = N e(l-(1-p)m) and expanding 1/(N.-s .) around 1/(N.-Es .) results in: 
• • • J ·J J ·J 
a = -E ()?1nt 
op2 
. '· 
= N.e[p-l(l-(l-p)m)+i~(i-l)p(l-p)i-3-m(m-l)(l-p)m-2+ettF(l-p)2m-l(l-e+e(l-p)m)-1] , 
b = 
2 -1 
-E 0 lnL = me(l-p)m-l(l-e+e(l-p)m) 
aN.gp 
J 
Z>6lnL(N.) 
d. = -E ~ = 
~ oN. 
~ 
The exact value for 02 1nL/oNj is 
Thus, the exact value for di is 
= 
' 
m 
Pr(s .2:c+l) 
•J 
~ \ N. ~ b • El(i-l)sij N ·-b 
= '- 1... . P (1-p)~= . (1-e+e)l-p)m) J 
b 1 s1 .:s2 .: ... s .!.(,N.-b)~ 
=c+ s1 j J J IDJ J 
m 
~ (N \_b( m)Nj-b \ b! (1-p)i:1 (i-l)sij 
= 1... .J P' l-e+e(l-p) L.. 
b +1 s1 . ! s2 . ! • • · s . ! 
=c sij J J IDJ 
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By the multinomial theorem .·\{J.,· i'. '·· 
m 
E (i-1)s .. 
\ b 1• • 1 l.J L. (1-p)l.= 
·- S IS I • 0 • S I ] .• 2.. . • 
sij -J J mJ 
so 
Thus 
Using the facts that 
and 
( ~ -2 Jn+~ -2 • ) f.. i ~ .1. x . dx = 2 for large n , 
i=l 2 
e d. reduces to l. 
NJ -1 x . N ·+L -1 d~ J: L Njx-2[(1-(1-p)m) -e] (1-(l-:p)m) J [Cl-p)m-e(1-(l-p)m)J 
x=1 
N-+1 -1 
- 2N/1-(1-p)m) J [<1-p)m-e(l-(1-p)m)J · • 
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Since the properties of the variance estimate are asymptotic, the approxima-
e tion introduced by the use of di rather than di should not be important. 
e Defining D as a k X k matrix such that di; = d~ or d. if i = j and zero else-
<~ .... ~ 
-1 
where allows V to be written as the partitioned matrix 
Using the formulas for inversion of ac :partitioned matrix (Searle, p. 210), v is: 
r 
(a- b2 1 'D-11f1 -ab1 1D-l ] -1 D-l + b2 (a- b2 1 1D-l1 f 1D-l11 'D-l 
-abD 1 
where 1 is a vector of k ones. 
A 
The k X k variance-coYariance matrix for the N. 's will be designated v* w·i th 
J 
elements vij • 
if i = j, 
if i 1 j 
To estimate the v .. 's the N.'s and pin a, b, and d.'s are re?laced by their 
~J J 1 
estimates. 
As a check consider V when e = 1 and k = 1 . The terms become: 
and 
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a = N .[P -2( 1- (1-p lm)+ I ( i~1)p.(1-p)~~ 3 •. m( m-1)(1~p )m-2 rm" (1-p )2m-2( 1-p) -m-
1=1 
. . ~ 
= N .[P-2(~-( ~-.p lm}> .I (i-1)p(1:p l-3+m(1-p )m-~l'·· .. 
~=1 
= N.[P -2( 1-(1-p)m)+ Jpi-1)p(1-:)i-3+(1-p)m-1J. .. 
b = m(1-:p)m-1(1-:p)-m = ~ 1-:p 
. . -1 ... ·-2 
d1 = d = (1-(1-:p)m)[(N(1-:p)m) -(N(1-:p)m) J 
.:•, 
ull1nL(N) 
oN 
1 1 .. 
= ----
N-s N 
o21nL - (1 )m-1(1 )-m m 
- - rn -:p -:p = -
o:poN . 1-:p 
.• 
m 
021nL = :p-2s.+(1-p)-2 ~ (i-1)s1+(N-s.)(m(m-1)(1-p)-2 -m2(1-:p)-2) 
ap2 i=l 
m 
= p-2s +(1-p)-2() (i-1)s. +m(N-·s )) 
• ~ 1 • 
i=l . 
m 
= :p-2s.+(l-:p)-2(mN- I (m-i+l)s1) • 
i=1 
These are the same formulas as Moran (1951) :p. 309) reports. 
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4. Variance of Total Biomass Estimate 
"' Notation: N = vector of estimated subpopulation totals. 
N = vector of subpopulation totals. 
A 
w = vector of estimated mean weights. 
"' w1 = estimated mean weight for subpopulation 1 . 
w s E(!) . 
v* = E( (N-N) (N-N) I) 
D = diagonal matrix w'i th ~ 1 s 
w w ' 1 
"' the variances of the w. 1 S as 
~ 
the diagonal elements. 
Formulas: E(!~~j!) = w1N, 
vc!l~) = N1D N 
- w-
A ··A.··)"'\. 
V(!'~l!) 
A'" A 
= ,..,~TJ*w 
A A E(~'~!) = 'ir'V*vr + tr(V*D .) 
- -
w 
"' "' Using the above formulas, the variance of the estimated total biomass W1N is: 
= N'D N + w1V*w + 
- w- - -
tr('V*D ) 
w 
k 
L wiwjvij) 
j=l 
A A A A 
An estimated sampling variance of (~·~) is Var(!'~) with estimates replacing 
all parameters. 
An example 
The researcher ·working with Daphnia magna worked with e = 0.20, six size cate-
~ gories and three catches with a variety of different treatments on the populations. 
'l'al:Jle l is an example from his reported 
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Table 1 
Size Category 
su 1 2 3 4 5 6 s1 ~-
1 '42' 43 25 34 84 95 323 
Catch 2 29 27 9 24 59 69 217 
3 13 8 6 2 8 . 31 68 
s. J 84 ·.··,78 40 6o 151 195 608 
This data results in the following estimates using formulas (3), (4) and (5): 
" " 
A 
" " " 
A A 
p N ~ N2 Ns N4 Ns Ns . 
.491 3500 483.5 449.0 230.5 345.5 869.0 1122.5 
For variance estimation the terms in v-1 become: 
a = 1847.9 
b = 0.1881 
dl = 0.00043 
da = o.ooo47 
% = 0.00091 
d4 = o.ooo61 
= 
% = 0.00024 
t\; = 0.00019 
A 
The resulting v* matrix is 
2457 139 72 107 269 347 
139 2272 67 100 250 323 
V* 72 67 1137 51·-· :129 . 166 = 
107 100 51. 1727 ~92·· 248 
269 250 129 192 4625. 623 
347 323 166 248 623 6153 
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The average weights and their estimated standard deviations are recorded in Table 
2. 
vJeight (mg.) 
s. d. 
Table 2 
Size Category 
1 2 3 4 
0.1571 0.1351 0.0951 0.0564 
o.oo81 o.oo61 o.oo46 o.ooJ4 
The resulting estimate of :tot9-l biomass is 
w'm = 222.?9 mg. 
5 6 
0.03o4 0.0159 
o.oo61 o.oo11 
e with estimated sampling variance of 203.6. There was repl:i,cationof treatments 
so variance of estimated treatment means can be estimated empirically. 
Summary 
The method of population size estimation by removal sampling is generalized 
allovdng subsampling within catches at a known rate and partitioning of the popu-
lation into subpopulations. This generalization is motivated by a desire to 
estimate the total biomass of a population and the sampling variance of that 
estimate. Previous work has involved approximations of the maxi~um likelihood 
estimates "I·Thile it is possi1Jle to write exact solution equations. Both exact and 
approximate equations are presented. 
-16-
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